
Pope Francis is the leader of over a billion Catholics. His
publication of a 40,000 word encyclical in eight languages
concerning man and the environment should be

significant. I found ‘Encyclical Letter Laudato Si’ Of The Holy
Father Francis ‘On Care For Our Common Home’ interesting,
and stimulating. 

Pope Francis’ concept of Creation is of a work that is forever
unfinished, and one in which humans play a key part. If there is
a central unifying theme to this encyclical, it is his personal
struggle to find a structure to understand today’s bewildering
mass of events, thoughts and theories, and relate them to
human dignity, rights, duties, and God. 

A Line Of Popes
Over the past half-century, various popes have attempted to
instruct Catholics, and the rest of the world, about the lack of
wisdom in the consumerist lifestyle, the faults of capitalism, the
abuse of the earth, the condition of the poor, and so on. 

These ‘letters’ were comprehensive, authoritative,
logical, political, distributed within the Church,
and often ignored. They all followed, and
referred to, a line of encyclicals issued by
previous popes. 

For the modern Catholic Church, a
Papal encyclical is a kind of letter
concerning Catholic doctrine sent by the
Pope and addressed to bishops, patriarchs,
primates, and archbishops who are in
communion with the Holy See. 

This latest encyclical bears the evidence of
a man of humility and his search for truth. It
contains unimpeachable first principles both
philosophical and scientific, and articles of faith. There are new
concepts and logical structures. There are details that can only
have come from experience. This document is his attempt to put
them all together. 

Pope Francis has assumed the mantle of Saint Francis of
Assisi, and he argues his case from a distinctly different set of
assumptions. The first is that Creation is still happening, carried
out by forces which include humanity. The second is that

humans are obligated to carry on Creation as God would do it—
we are responsible. The third is that everything is
interconnected.

Faith And Science Meet
Francis is at that point in the development of his Church where
faith and science meet. This encyclical aims to reconcile
principles, and to include the details which have daily, practical
application, for he is a practical man. The concepts come thick
and fast.

He speaks of our sister, Mother Earth—not of his Church,
not of his congregations, not of a world full of grief—but of the
earth on which we all stand, walk, live, and which we use and
abuse.

The first of six chapters chronicles the condition of sister
earth, who ‘cries out’ because of the abuse and harm inflicted in
the pursuit of the idea that man has ‘dominion’ over her. This is
the concept that has been interpreted to justify human

extraction of the riches of the earth, with little thought
as to the resulting damage. We degrade the
integrity of the earth, Francis says. 

He gives us a different idea. The earth, he
says, is, in its entirety and in every natural
detail, a sacrement of communion with God.
It changes slowly, yet humans demand
‘rapidification’, contrasting with the slow
pace of biological evolution. 
Commons of Climate &

Water
Francis introduces the concept of the ‘common

good’, identifying climate as the most important
common. A ‘solid scientific consensus’ he says, linking

‘warming’ to sea-level rise, and increases in extreme weather
events, to greenhouse gases from human activity.

Early in this discourse he raises the question of water: the
level of consumption in developed countries cannot be
sustained. There are shortages, droughts, uneven distribution
of supply. Francis, however, insists that safe drinking water is a
basic and inalienable human right.

He predicts that the control of water by large multinational
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Special Report by Patrick Brown

Laudato si – the world of a Franciscan pope

‘It is his discussion
of biodiversity loss that

gives him the opportunity to
introduce his belief that each

and every species is justified by
its very existence, and not
necessarily for whatever

value humans may
place on it.’



businesses may become a major source of conflict in this
century.

All Species In Their Own Right
It is his discussion of biodiversity loss that gives him the
opportunity to introduce his belief that each and every species
is justified by its very existence, and not necessarily for whatever
value humans may place on it. This is the fundamental
Franciscan idea, and is the foundation of the Pope’s approach
to the environment. And all creatures are connected, he says.

Unsustainable System
Francis identifies a decline in the quality of human life, and
laments unruly cities, the privatization of earthly space,
inequitable distribution of wealth and income, and social
decline. He points to global inequality, and the damage from
emphasis on the political and economic. He insists that the true
ecological approach is always the social approach. He supports
the idea of an ‘ecological debt’ that the north owes the south. 

Human responses to these crises, he says, have been weak,
with ‘superficial rhetoric, sporadic philanthropy, perfunctory
expressions of concern’. Complacency and evasiveness give a
licence to carry on with the status quo. Decisions are delayed,
and we pretend nothing will happen. Humanity has
disappointed God’s expectations.

And the present world system, he says, is unsustainable.
Continuing Creation

The second chapter puts forward a gospel of continuing
creation. We should ‘till and keep’ the earth; essentially,
gardening rather than bulldozing, acknowledging the fragility
of nature; emphasizing sustainability over efficiency of the
harvest. This is a unique responsibility for humans who, among
all beings, are capable of tenderness and compassion, he says.
Peace, justice, and the preservation of creation are connected.

Francis credits Saint John Paul II with the idea that the
ownership of private property carries with it a ‘social mortgage’:
an obligation to benefit society with it.

Rich and poor, he says, have a right to equal dignity, land,
home, subsistence, security, education. And the nobility of work.

Human Roots
Chapter Three identifies ‘the human roots of the ecological
crisis’.

Francis confirms: there is a crisis, and humans are
responsible, through what he terms the ‘dominant technocratic
paradigm’. From steam engines to nanotechnology, a God-given
human creativity has led us to a uniquely human fulfilment, but
without responsibility, values, and conscience. The objective has
not been money or human well-being, but power. Specialization
makes it difficult to see the larger picture, and finance dominates
the real economy.

The faults of ‘modern anthropocentrism’ are legion. It
compromises the ‘intrinsic dignity’ of the world. It is here that

Francis first introduces the concept of a social ecology, which
recognizes free will, the value of knowledge, the role of
interpersonal relations and of openness to others, and of respect
for human dignity.

Francis decries human preference for immediate
convenience, which he terms ‘practical relativism’, leading one
person to take advantage of another, and the exploitation of
children and the elderly. He relates this exploitation to the
‘invisible forces of the market’, which consider their impact on
nature and society as ‘collateral damage’. 

Francis finds many areas where we need to take more
responsibilty: the need to protect and value employment, the
need for networks of relationships of trust, productive diversity,
business creativity, smaller scale food production; genetic
modification and its results in the concentration of land
ownership. The creativity of artists and scientists comes in for
special mention for what Francis identifies as power, with risks.

A technology, severed from ethics, will not easily be able to
limit its own power, he concludes.

Integral Ecology
Chapter Four introduces the central concept of the papal
encyclical—that of integral ecology and its three components. 

Environmental ecology is familiar to us; the relationship of
living things within a landscape and a climate.

Economic ecology transfers this concept to models of
development, production, consumption, power, wealth and
poverty.

Social ecology applies the term to the behaviour of a species,
but specifically humans. 

Francis does not devote much space to describing these
concepts, but uses them to make his points. First of all, no event
or development can be properly considered without including
its social dimensions.

Second, that economics needs an injection of humanism with
what he terms an ‘integrating vision’.

Third, that the whole is greater than the parts, and social
institutions must be effective; laws will be needed to protect the
environment.

Francis reserves special comment for what he calls ‘cultural
ecology’. He defines it as the shared identity of a place, the
foundation of a habitable city, and a relationship between
humans and their environment, informed by what he terms the
historic, natural, architectural, and cultural patrimony of place.
He speaks of the consumerist culture as having a levelling effect.
He is concerned about respect for peoples and their cultures,
and their rights in the presence of change and development. A
dominant lifestyle, he says, cannot be imposed from without.

He is particularly concerned for indigenous communities
and their close identification with the land.

A further ecological subset he calls the ‘ecology of daily life’.
Its settings are rooms, homes, workplaces and neighbourhoods.
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These environments may be chaotic—lacking harmony and
open space—encouraging brutality and criminal exploitation,
overcrowding, social anonymity, uprootedness. But, says
Francis, love will prove more powerful; the walls of ego are torn
down, barriers of selfishness overcome.

He refers again to the Principle of the Common Good, as a
central, unifying principle of social ethics. It should permit and
promote individual fulfilment. He seeks social peace, stability,
security and distributive justice. And for the poor, he identifies
solidarity as an ethical imperative in achieving this.

Francis looks for justice between generations; sustainable
development, he says, requires intergenerational solidarity. The
concept? The environment is just ‘on loan’ to each generation.
The world is a gift which we have freely received and which we
must share with others.

What To Do
Francis’ fifth chapter starts to set out what to do. Remarkably,
he moves rapidly from the conceptual to the realistic and
practical.

He first despairs of the failures of the international
community to recognize our interdependent world, home to
humanity. A failure, he says, to create ‘one world, with a
common plan’. Unilateral actions by individual countries cannot
solve problems such as sustainable agriculture, renewable
energy, efficient use of energy, management of marine and
forest resources, and universal access to drinking water. Fossil
fuel technology must be replaced without delay.

Civic responses may be committed and generous, but politics
and business are slow to react. Pope Francis has hopes for the
21st century, and we now understand that the publication of this
encyclical is timed for the Paris climate summit this December.

World summits, he feels, have failed to make advances,
through lack of political will. The 1992 Earth Summit in Rio
developed sound ideas, but its accords were poorly
implemented. There were no good provisions for oversight or
periodic review, and no penalties for non-compliance. 

There have been some good examples such as the Basel
Convention on Hazardous Wastes, the Convention on
International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and
Flora (CITES), and the Montreal Protocol. 

Reducing greenhouse gases requires honesty, courage, and
responsibility, particularly from those countries that pollute the
most. And Rio+20, in 2012, showed clearly that international
negotiations cannot make progress with countries that place
their interests above the common good.

Francis thinks that: developed countries, which have
produced the majority of existing GHGs, must shoulder greater
responsibilities for a cure; carbon credits are just a new form of
speculative market structure; we need ethical decisions; we need
international agreements: enforceable, regional, respectful of

sovereignty; we need global regulatory patterns enforceable
against powerful international corporations; we need
governance for a range of ‘global commons’ through empowered
international institutions; and we need a dialogue for new
national and local policies. Citizens need to control political
power at all levels, since some programs may not produce
results in one government term.

Pope Francis seeks dialogue and transparency in decision
making. This includes a free exchange of views in an
environmental impact review which should be part of any
evaluation process from the beginning. He favours following the
precautionary principle.

Finally, Pope Francis calls for the involvement of churches,
in discussion of ethical issues, and the sciences, on scientific
issues. He would promote dialogue between churches of
differing denominations, and scientists of different disciplines;
and between religion and science. 

Clearly, he represents both religion and science; unusual for
a pope.

Ecological Spirituality
Chapter Six focuses on ecological education and spirituality. This
is Francis’ clear message: a fundamental change in personal
lifestyle towards a new simplicity which recognizes the gravity
of today’s cultural and ecological crises and adopts new habits:
‘as never before in history, common destiny beckons us to seek
a new beginning… Let ours be a time remembered for the
awakening of a new reverence for life, the firm resolve to achieve
sustainability, the quickening of the struggle for justice and
peace, and the joyful celebration of life.’

Education, he says, should lead us to a new covenant
between humanity and the environment. And this covenant
would not be based on laws and regulations, and their
enforcement, but on personal commitment to an ethics of
ecology, reinforced by family, Christian communities, and the
ability to see and appreciate beauty.

For Saint Francis of Assisi, a healthy relationship with God’s
creation was an essential dimension of his own personal
conversion. This Francis’ Christian spirituality includes an
ecological spirituality; the protection of God’s handiwork
receives emphasis as a basic tenet of Christianity. As we continue
creation, our responsibility is to do it as God would do it, for we
are carrying it out on God’s behalf.

Pope Francis links this to a life of simplicity, avoiding a ‘mere
accumulation of pleasures’. Each person, and each thing, is to
be appreciated. Inner peace includes care for ecology and the
common good, and the capacity for wonder. Such an integral
ecology leads to ‘serene harmony’ with creation.

This is combined with love for the environment, for society,
and care for the poor; the ability to discover God in all things—
‘a leaf, a mountain trail, a dewdrop’.
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Everything, says Francis again, is interconnected.

An Ecology Of Ideas
This Pope is on a journey through an ecology of ideas. He is
aided by an appreciation of science and a certainty of God. He
displays an awareness of the way the world is, hope for how it
might be, and a very human uncertainty as to how it will all turn
out. He cares for all humans, and particularly cares for the poor. 

We should find it useful to trace the route of his journey, and
follow his attempts to structure a logical procession of ideas. At
times he seems lost; at times we are also. There is so much to
explore, to discuss. Clearly, much is omitted. The English is
clear, but it is rather long. Never mind.

What is new for a pope is his adoption of Saint Francis’

mantle, and with it an attitude towards nature, the environment,
and ecology that makes them all part of a Christian sacrament. 

Saint Francis of Assisi was one of Creation’s gardeners; thus
his work was both guided and sanctified by God. This Pope of
the same name aspires to the same direct line to the Creator.

What is remarkable about this encyclical is that there is
almost no reference to the Catholic Church. There is the
occasional note to Christianity, but Pope Francis has his line to
God, without the Vatican’s panoply, without the intercession of
confessor or priest. ‘Discover God in all things,’ he advises. 

A Franciscan in the Vatican’s garden. What will grow there?0
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